
 

Do-It Hang Tabs and Display Strips: A guide to retail sales
emergencies

When facing an emergency, nothing is worse than being in the position of not knowing what to do and not being prepared.
The same can be experienced in a retail environment where emergencies such as a decrease in sales of a product, or
ineffective promotions, occur. Pyrotec PackMedia's Do-It® Hang Tabs and Display Strips provide just the right response to
in-store emergencies. Here are three in-store emergencies you may face:

When facing an emergency of poor sales, you may come across occurrences of little-to-no
sales, little interest from customers and dusty products. Respond by attaching a Do-It® Hang
Tab to your package and get the product up, off the shelf and hanging in the consumer's eye-
zone.

If you face the emergency of broken packages and products ending up lying and kicked around
on the floor, use the Do-It® Reinforcer Hang tab for immediate repair to the package and to be
able to hang your product up once again.

Retailers may come across consumers not knowing about certain products or brands and sit with
an emergency of a decrease in sales. One way to respond to this emergency is by using Do-
It®'s Display Strips as these allow for cross-merchandising. Display Strips can be moved
anywhere in store and can group complementary products together, such as hanging bottle
openers on a Display Strip in the liquor aisle.

If you are facing any retail emergency, get in contact with Pyrotec PackMedia today on 021 787
9600 or az.oc.cetoryp@ti-od  and let us assist you.
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Pyrotec

Pyrotec is a proudly South African company with its focus aimed firmly on the future. Its five brands -
Pyrotec PackMark, Pyrotec PackMedia, Pyrotec PackLink, Pyrotec PackWorx and Pyrotec Finance - make
this an industry-leading company that specialises in a comprehensive range of coding and labelling
equipment, on-pack informational and promotional devices, merchandising solutions, development and
manufacturing of automated systems for the packaging and manufacturing industry and making finance
options available to customers. Pyrotec's software offering ensures product integrity, optimises coding
activities, and helps secure centralised data management systems and label tracking systems.
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